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Not sure if this goes more obvious than this. Paypal recently declared it will chase down "misinformers" and rob from their PayPal account 2500$ in case they are deemed to be "misinforming".

PayPal will now fine users for “misinformation” — here’s how you can take action

https://www.rootshq.com/paypal-misinformation/

Honestly, our Ritual Schedule and our Warfare, couldn't really be going better in this area. For PayPal to fuck up so severely, that is a wonderful situation. Overconfident PayPal got fucked, and additionally, they had to fold this time.

This should also highlight why I have decided such a long time ago to ditch this worthless service. The reasons for this are ethical and moral, as PayPal is "easy", yet they are clearly motivated by evil and are inspired by everything that alludes me to the Chinese Communist Party.

Clearly, the Rituals are counteracting the steps of the Jews and we are winning until we will eventually uproot this disease from everywhere. Keep doing these family, the impact is obvious.

After people started going mad over this claim by Judeo-Pal, they of course pulled back the new update of their "Terms of Service". But it really makes you wonder...

PayPal Pulls Back, Says It Won’t Fine Customers $2,500 for ‘Misinformation’ after Backlash


The enemy is trying to create the "Social Credit Score" Communist Dystopia they preach so loudly for, especially during the time where they pull all the other cards. "WW3, Armaggedon, Oy Vey, Pandemic, Shiveet, Muh Economy Fake
Crash, Shieeet x100" and so on.

They are having difficulties that have led to many failures, as they are miserable worthless creatures that only try to enforce their evil with threats, wars, coercion, and mind control. Nobody really likes them, most people hate them, and the few that do not are those who simply have no clue or do not hate them directly but hate the byproducts of their actions.

Recently I completely removed PayPal from a Joy of Satan Payment method and I have underlined why we have went strictly into Crypto, and no other form of payment. Recently, I have also updated the Guide on how you can donate in Cryptocurrencies:


[Yes, good idea as always to make a small plan to donate. Thank you all who do this, you are appreciated very very much for doing this for the JoS].

So far it appears the Guide has been very helpful but also got many of you to get a feel on how "Crypto" is. It's a wonderful technology.

Now in regards to this change, I did this because Azazel told me sometime ago that it would be necessary for us to move from this. Yes, I know "Paypal" is convenient, like many other enemy traps. Convenience is how it traps most people, who do not pay attention to what they exchange for this convenience.

PayPal grew to this behemoth status first when it came to payments, and indeed it was not acting like a full blown kike until a few years ago.

While I cannot understate the ease of transferring and how handy it is, we have to accept reality that PayPal is clearly going evil, something which Google with its back-end installed AI might not hesitate doing very soon.

No, that is not a call to change your business PayPal or Personal or anything like that, this is a post to emphasize that the company is going evil when it comes to arbitrary categories that it claims "post disinformation". This could be Youtubers or who knows whom else.

Alarming was also the case of this dude Andrew Tate or other people who were weird and beefed with the soylent "societal authorities" and how "The whole internet" deplatformed them all at once, ranging from PayPal, Youtube, Hotels, Uber, and who knows what else.
As it should be clarified, these actions such as those from PayPal are very significant because they are symptoms of other more or less obvious attempts to instate a form of global mass enslavement agenda. The final stage of this emerging power of Social Media/Social Credit Score, and then finally Governments and what powers this might infuse into the soylents through AI abuse, we are talking about a precedent of envisioned ultimate control over people.

One can suck to the maximum, but this does not mean they should be un-personed.

**Unpersoning:** In the George Orwell book Nineteen Eighty-Four, an Unperson is someone who has been vaporized. Vaporization is when a person is secretly murdered and erased from society, the present, the universe, and existence. Such a person would be taken out of books, photographs, and articles so that no trace of them is found in the present anywhere—no record of them would be found. This was so that a person who defied the Party would be gone from all citizens’ memories, even friends and family. There is no Newspeak word for what happened to unpeople, therefore it is thoughtcrime to say an unperson’s name or think of unpeople.  


Clearly, the Social Credit Jewish Communism and Social Media Soylent Dystopia is forcing itself into building itself a framework to try to bully human beings in compliance to its messages, which are all warped and created on evil, censorship, and brutalizing people through fear of expression in the fear that they might lose their money.

This is done on the background here, but they try to bring this in the front. It should be evident that a lot of things which currently nobody cares about, are actually there as framework they envision they will impose.

Vaccination without consent, brainchipping from the backdoor, enforced norms that everyone who speaks "against" will be removed from financial life or incur penalties, a mentality that free speech is the gravest of all mistakes, an imposition of soylent dictatorial mass without brains, the use of algorithms that keep the internet going to attack and subvert human beings who act contrary to their will, the stealing of elections, all of these do form a pattern of action by a very defined lobby of failures that are attempting to jew the planet.

Even more clearly, as this is not passing in the United States, this makes them mad. Klaus Schwab is currently trying to get his AI to evaluate the data from
Co-Vid, and he is experiencing a problem with his diapers, as he leaks too much. It didn't seem to work itself out forever.

They are trying to initiate this and start this through the backdoor, such as slight effects in the Terms of Service of companies, in a slow process of re-writing the legal jargon to get people to blindly comply with this, until it is too late to stop it.

As I saw certain blocks in Paypal and certain bogus changes such as lock-outs from our account etc, then I realized it was time to move on and that all of this was premeditated to start initiating other harsher measures. The Joy of Satan will not be bullied by these worthless retards.

The Joy of Satan is eternally founded on the Truth of the Gods, and these fools are founded on the manifestation of evil, which we will trample and triumph upon.

Additionally, for creating laws to ban people or steal their money because they "disinform", it is clear the idiots at PayPal will be hiring whole departments to chase out those who "spread misinformation" and rob their money from their account.

Meanwhile, on the height of the "Worst time in recent history, oy vey, muh Co-Vid" as the "Non Misinformers" have dubbed it, the shits at Paypal, also did not have ANY support for people during the so called "Pandemic", leaving hundreds and hundreds of thousands or millions locked out of their accounts during harsh times such as the Co-Vid "death has come" times.

People were begging in comment sections in their Social Media accounts to have access to their own money, with them being locked out. They couldn't give a shit less about their "customers".

No support whatsoever. People were waiting months and months to do the most basic shit verification, and PayPal was just directing them on the bogus "self help" pages and all of this crap. The company is as big as it is arrogant at this point.

Lo and Behold now goy, they are going to create a disinformation squad to get you and steal your 2500$ if you are an influencer that says anything contrary to what the leftist soviet dictatorship is enforcing on us. They will also probably shut down your scooter and your Tesla if you are a bad goy from the Satellite.

Stop saying mean shit, goy. Or they will send the soy drones to inject you with a soy vaccine to calm you down. Or whatever out of a sci-fi shit movie that could actually happen because these people are just evil and retarded, so do the
Ritual, guard your rights, and inform others to do the same, and remember the things written in the Second and First Amendments of the US Constitution just in case.

The steel must be ready, whether or not this is the steel of the heart or something similar, you get the drill here. Always by the law and so on, yes.

People have to gradually wake up and understand that the value of freedom is higher than the value of mere comfort. There are ways to create comfort away from the recommendations of the Jews, but one has to do some handy research on the fact.

When freedom is violated, comfort will get violated immediately after. However, comfort can be used as a carrot for those who want to enslave you, in order to finally enslave you.

That is because Jews constantly victimize Gentiles when it comes to finances, and this is because humanity is lazy and has fallen into their trap. As this changes, they will be left powerless.

Lastly, I realize Crypto is a bit "strange" [it is just new, that's why] to begin with, but it becomes really normal as one gets used to it. It in fact becomes way easier than even PayPal and all of this, and this is one of the reasons they are afraid of it. You just have to do it once.

Crypto as a payment method is itself too far from perfect, but way better than what other alternatives we had.

I can also say I admired the fact that many people did their first transaction on this because of the Donations, and I am certain they can vouch of the ease of use after this. Donations then will become really easy.

The JoS takes an active stance in applying its own ethical rules by this decision.